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Executive Summary 
 
Background and Overview 
If one has ever moved to a new and unfamiliar city, he/she has run into at least one major problem: not 
knowing what good restaurants there are to eat out at.  This is especially a problem in Provo, Utah 
where it seems, at first glance, that there is nothing but your main staple chains such as McDonalds, Red 
Robin, Subway, Taco Bell, etc., that are located almost everywhere in the world.  Little does the 
newcomer know that there are many small, local, mom and pop restaurants, as well as local joint 
favorites that survive only by word-of-mouth, scattered across the city.  And, if they do know, they may 
not know a quick way to find out about them other than by years of experience.  Therefore, unless one 
has spent considerable time looking, or has a local friend with a familiar knowledge of the area, they 
may never stumble across these small gems. 
 
My task was to ease the pain of foodies, restaurant lovers, and people in search of a good restaurant for 
date night.  The program I wrote takes what would be hours of searching, comparing, and asking around 
for the best places to eat, and simply loads a list of literally hundreds of restaurants in a city ranked in 
order from best to least best in a matter of minutes.  Best of all, once the user has told the program the 
city desired and given all the required information, the program works on its own and does not need any 
further input or assistance from the user. 
 
The program is simple.  The user clicks on the button “Find Restaurants”, and then inputs the required 
information into the user-forms that appear.  The program then fetches the list of the desired number of 
restaurants given.  The list includes the restaurant’s name, address, neighborhood, price range, category, 
and rank position in the city according to Urbanspoon.com.  Once this data has been stored, the 
program starts the heavy work: gathering the restaurant ratings from Urbanspoon, Yelp, and Google.  
The program uses mathematical weighted averages to sort the list and place it in a neatly formatted 
table that can be easily filtered and manipulated by the user for his/her convenience in finding the 
“perfect” local restaurant to eat at.  Plus, there is no need to stand and wait around for the results.  The 
user can go make a ham sandwich and relax while the program works; it will send them a text message 
when it is complete. 

 
Implementation 
 
The implementation used in the solution of my program was to the benefit of making the program 
easier, user-intuitive, and efficient.  The main parts used in my solution include: 

 Ribbon Buttons 

 UserForms 

 Sub Procedures 

 Web Agent 

 ModGmail  
Each of these parts is important and required to make the program work properly.  The program also 
includes extra Ribbon Buttons, UserForms, and Sub Procedures to make the program even more user-
friendly and helpful to the specific needs and wants of the user. 

 
 
 



Ribbon Buttons 
The first step to the program is for the user to locate the “Restaurant Finder” tab on the Excel ribbon.  
This tab contains the “Search” label and the “Local Eats Console” label that contains all the buttons 
needed to initiate and run the program. 
 

 
 
The “Search” label contains the main button needed to build the list of restaurants.  This button is all 
that is needed to generate a list from best to least best restaurants in a specific city.  The “Local Eats 
Console” is solely there to allow the user to manipulate the data set to their personal likings.  For 
example, a user may feel that Provo, Utah is too small of a city and may wish to add surrounding cities in 
the Utah County area to build a more extensive list of restaurants within a reasonable driving distance.  
The user may also wish to add a restaurant that may not have appeared in the list originally just to see 
how it compares to those that are listed.  Lastly, maybe a restaurant was categorized a little differently 
than the user feels is accurate and would like to edit that particular instance to reflect that in the list 
order.  All of this adds to an easy, customizable way for a user to interact with the data set in order to 
find that best restaurant. 

 
UserForms 
Once the user has selected the “Find Restaurants” button, a UserForm appears for the user to interact 
with.  The UserForm is designed to look professional and intuitive.  It asks all of the main information 
that is required in order for the program to run correctly.   
 
The user is able to type in the city and state where they are 
searching for somewhere to eat.  The state box is a 
dropdown menu with a list of all 50 states in the United 
States of America along with the 14 provinces and 
territories of Canada.  Data and lists used to populate the 
dropdown boxes are stored on a hidden tab called, “System 
Info”.   After selecting the city and state, the user inputs the 
number of restaurants he/she would like to search and 
compare, and the list is generated. The recommended 
number is 100, but the more the better!  Also keep in mind 
that the longer the list, the longer it takes to load.  In the 
user-form the user will enter his/her first name for 
personalization.  The username and password of a Gmail 
account is also required for means to accessing Google 
restaurant reviews and to send a text message to a phone 
once the program is completed.  The “Cell number” and 
“Provider” dropdown box of all the major wireless carriers is 
also required in order to receive a completion text message. 



Once the “OK” button has been clicked a second UserForm appears with the intent to make sure the list 
of restaurants is as personalized and customized as possible.  This second UserForm is used to allow the 
user to rank his/her preferred foods from favorite to least favorite. 

 
Not all categories of food are created equal.  
For example, some might like BBQ and 
Burgers and dislike Japanese and Seafood.  
Therefore, if the user truly wants to know 
what restaurants are best for him, it all 
depends on what he/she likes.  Now most 
people don’t hate food, so the multiple 
choice answers range from “ABSOLUTELY 
NEED IT” to “GOTTA HAVE IT” or “LOVE IT” 
all the way down to “SURE” or “MEH”.  Each 
choice is given a rating from 80% as the low 
and increments up evenly to 100%.  This 
way the user can generate a list that 
categorizes the restaurants based on what 
they like pushing the less enticing categories 
lower on the list.  It won’t, however, exclude 
any of them from the list.  It will keep all of 
the restaurants in the city the same, but 
only in a different order for the most part 
for any given person from another.  These 
choices are saved onto the “System Info” for 
later use if necessary by other procedures 
the user initiates for their needs. 

 
As for the other “Local Eats Console” buttons.  The 
“Add City” button brings up the same UserForm as at 
the beginning.  The only difference is the caption at the 
top reads, “Add Another City” rather than the original 
“Restaurant Finder”.  But all the same information is 
still required to re-run the program and add it to the 
previously generated list.  It does not, however, force 
you to re-rank your category order.  Once the first list is 
generated, the category rankings selected by the user, 
for customization, are automatically recorded into the 
hidden “System Info” tab, as stated earlier.  This allows 
the user easy and quick access to editing the data set 
and formatting it to more fully fit the needs and wants 
they are seeking from the program.  Once again, this 
makes for an easier, more user-friendly program to find 
that perfect restaurant. 



The “Add Restaurant” button brings up a very simple UserForm that allows the user to type the name of 
a restaurant so it can add it to the list in similar fashion to the restaurants that have already been 
generated.  This is meant only for the user who hears of or sees a restaurant and wants to know how it 
rates and compares to the other restaurants in the city. 
 

 
 
The last button, “Edit Restaurants”, brings up a much bigger UserForm that displays all the data in that 
row for the selected restaurant.  It allows the user to quickly edit any part of the name, address, 
neighborhood, price range, category, and the rankings if they need to be updated for any reason.  When 
the “Save” button is clicked it submits all the new information and re-runs the formatting to identify 
whether or not the edits have changed its score and requires it to be moved up or down on this list. 
 

 
 



Sub-procedures 
There are multiple sub-procedures found in this project that are required to make the program work 
correctly.  The main sub-procedure, however, is “getRestaurants”.  This sub-procedure first, sets up a 
new worksheet called “Restaurants”.  It then calls upon a sub-procedure, “urbanspoon”, which fetches 
the list of restaurants from Urbanspoon.com based on the information submitted by the user.  It grabs 
all of the name, address, neighborhood, price range, category, and Urbanspoon ratings out of 100 and 
puts it on the worksheet that was created.  The next sub procedure called on is, “yelp”, which searches 
on Yelp.com for the rating out of 5 in the neighborhood/city for each restaurant that was previously 
listed from the “urbanspoon” procedure.  The program then calls on the “google” sub procedure which 
searches on plus.google.com/local for the Google rating out of 30 in the neighborhood/city for each 
restaurant that was previously listed from the “urbanspoon” procedure.   
 
An important note is that not all restaurants have a score on every rating site.  If there is no relevant 
score available, an “NR” is placed in its spot to signify there is no rating.  Now that all the information 
required has been gathered, the “getRestaurants” procedure calls on one last sub procedure called, 
“formatting”.  This sub-procedure formats the data set and inputs the ratings and other information into 
three mathematical weighted averages.  The percentages are each given based on the information that 
was pulled.  For the amount of “$” the percent goes down the more “$” there are, because it signals a 
less favorable place as it costs more.  The Rank is given a percent from 100% to 85% in even increments 
depending on the amount of restaurants it is compared to.  As mentioned earlier, the category ranking is 
in even increments from 100% down to 80% depending on what the user selected as their category 
rankings.  Urbanspoon is rated out 100, Yelp is rated out of 5 stars, and Google is rated out of 30. 
 
Because the ratings are out of different numbers, some deserve more weight than others.  For example, 
Urbanspoon is out of 100% where a high 80 or low 90 is a good score, so it does not make a huge 
difference in the overall score.  However, Yelp is only out of 5 stars and a good rating on Yelp is around 4 
out of 5 stars which only equates to 80% and really skews the score.  Thus a weighted average approach 
is necessary to put more weight on Urbanspoon than Yelp.  The first weighted average is done using 
every relevant data set: price range, category, rank, Urbanspoon, Yelp, and Google.  This makes the 
score be in favor of what the user likes, because it includes their category ranking so that the 
information is more personalized.  The second weighted average only uses objective data such as rank, 
Urbanspoon, Yelp, and Google.  This gives you a more well-rounded average of what restaurants are 
better than others without the personal tastes of the user, while still using a weighted approach.  The 
third and last weighted average is meant to be an equalizer weight.  It puts an even 25% weight on each 
of the four objective data sets: rank, Urbanspoon, Yelp, and Google.  The final score is the average of 
those three weighted average scores; the highest score is best, the lowest score is least best. 

 
The last thing the “formatting” sub-procedure does is to put all of the 
data into a neat table.  The table is nice, because it allows a user to 
filter and see only specific information for what they are looking for at 
a certain time.  The sub-procedure also color coordinates the 
restaurants into thirds (green, yellow, and red) so that when the data 
is filtered you can still see how a particular restaurant compared 
against the whole rather than just the filtered data set.  Once 
completed, the “getRestaurants” sub-procedure sends off a text 
message, beeps, and displays a message box to inform the user that 
the program is “Complete”.  

 



Web Agent 
This project relies heavily on using the web agent class module to extract information from the web.  
The web agent allows for use of navigating a website for specific information.  The agent contains 
methods for the user to make it easier to navigate through a web page source and html file in order to 
find the data.  Methods I used most include: 

 openPage – to open the web browser to a specific page.  I often used loops to change parts of 
the URL to include restaurant name, city, state, etc.  That way I could use the html file and not 
actually have to interact to much with the built in search engines of a page. 

 position – to set the position or cursor back to 1 when I move through the html source and grab 
only a specific portion of the source. 

 moveTo -  to move the cursor through the html source to different spots in order to fetch the 
useful information. 

 moveBackTo – to move backwards through the html source in order to get exactly where I 
needed to be in the source to fetch the information. 

 getText – to actually fetch and store the information and assign it to a variable within VBA. 

 
modGmail 
I used the modGmail module to send a text message via a Gmail account to a cell phone in order to 
inform the user that their list is complete and ready for their viewing.  I made use of the sendGMail 
method that passes through variables that are necessary to actually send the text message: 

 sendGMail (sendTo, from, pw, subject, body)   
o sendTo – I made use of the 

getAddress method contained in 
the module and included the 
variables for a cell phone number 
and provider such that it would 
grab the number that the user 
entered in and pull the provider 
information from the hidden 
“System Info” tab. 

o from – was the email account the 
user entered as a string. 

o pw – was the Gmail account 
password the user entered as a 
string. 

o subject – since this text only sent 
when completed, the subject line 
read, “Complete!” as a string. 

o body – the body of the text read, 
“The best restaurant in (City, State 
listed by user) is: (the name of the 
first restaurant in the sorted table).”  

 
 
 



The final result with the information and formatting looks like this: 
 

 



Learning and Conceptual Difficulties 
 
Probably the biggest thing I have learned doing this project is about thought process.  I learned that it is 
best to think through the plan and work step by step.  There were times when the search engines would 
not work the way I expected them to, and I had to change and manipulate the URL.  Each time I 
encountered a problem like this, I was amazed at how I could come up with another route to the same 
destination as the one that I originally had thought of.  There are many ways to solve the same problem. 
 
I also realized how often I overlooked small parts to a program.  Sometimes I did not realize how 
something as small as a hyphen, or the way a string was written, would affect the program as a whole.  
It forced me to develop patience and to experiment many different methods, including debugging 
techniques, to figure out what was wrong and what would fix it. 
 
This project was exciting to me and I found myself just wanting to work on it all the time to make my 
program better and better.  Besides a few lower level I SYS classes, this was a fairly new thing for me and 
I had to develop a whole new mindset.  It seemed like a puzzle and whenever I figured something out 
and got my program to work as planned, I was extremely pleased and felt satisfied with the work I was 
putting forth. 

 
Assistance 
 
I received no assistance on the direct code of my program and project.  I used the Web Agent file to help 
search and obtain data from the web.  I also used the modGmail file to help send a text message to the 
user when the program was complete.  Both the Web Agent and modGmail files were made by 
Professor Gove Allen.  Other than those two files, I referenced past assignments I had done in class, and 
occasionally did a Google search.  I did not, however, receive any help from any individuals and no one 
helped me on any of the direct code used in my own Sub Procedures and UserForms. 


